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Research Question

• Does residential segregation affect the spatial networks of 
households independent of households’ financial and spatial 
resources?  

• That is, do households that are in segregated neighborhoods tend to 
have more restricted or broader spatial networks than comparable 
households in integrated neighborhoods?



Transportation Geography

• Have addressed the question of mobility
• Travel distances 
• Travel mode
• Trip frequency
• Activity spaces



Individual and Household-Level

• Who is more likely to travel and how far are they going?
• Gender

• Women have smaller spatial networks 
• (Kwan, 1999b; Kwan, 1999a; Manaugh et al., 2010; Stead, 1999; Chen, 2017; Feng et al., 2017)

• Socio-economic status 
• Higher income households take more trips and have larger spatial networks 

• (Akar et al., 2016; Feng et al., 2017; Giuliano and Small, 1993)

• Immigration status
• Longer trips and more likely to use public transit 

• (Blumenberg and Smart, 2010; Blumenberg and Smart, 2011; Jang and Yao, 2014)

• Age
• Middle-aged people take more trips and have larger spatial networks 

• (Feng et al., 2017; Stead, 1999; Akar et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2017)



Race/ethnicity?  Segregation?

• How does this relate to race/ethnicity?
• How does this relate to patterns of racial/ethnic segregation?



Residential Segregation

• Remains an important and persistent part of the American urban 
landscape

• Patterns other forms of racial inequality in this county
• Is related to a number of different poor outcomes for minority 

residents subject to such patterns



Two Possibilities

• If opportunities are limited within the segregated community, this 
may prompt residents of such areas to branch out further to meet 
their daily needs and would then have broader travel patterns. 

• If the urban design, transportation networks, and personal resources 
make such travel more difficult, then residents may be forced to 
forego certain needs or seek out substandard options for their needs, 
and would thus have more constrained spatial networks.



Larger Spatial Networks?

• Large body of work demonstrating that segregated communities lack 
a wide variety of important local services and organizations

• Thus, may need to travel daily further to fufill those needs
• Spatial mismatch of employment
• Social services
• Food resources
• Fitness/recreation
• Health care organizations



Smaller Social Networks?

• Poorer transportation networks
• Road infrastructure
• Public transportation

• Social exclusion and perceived access
• May indicate that residents of segregated areas stick closer to home



Wang et al. 2018

• Twitter data across 50 metro areas
• Find no relationship between segregation and the size of people’s 

movement throughout the day
• But, they find that residents of segregated areas stay within 

segregated spheres



Data

• 2013 survey of families about their children’s leisure time activities
• Phoenix urbanized area
• “What did you do on Saturday?”
• Diary data with locations specified
• Can map out the extent of a kid’s spatial network on a given Saturday

• Pair this data with contextual data from the 2009-2013 American 
Community Survey (U.S. Census product)



Dependent Variable – Standard Distance

• Mapped out the various locations throughout the child’s day
• Used a standard distance measure
• Standard distance: provides a single summary measure of feature 

distribution around their center (similar to the way a standard 
deviation measures the distribution of data values around the 
statistical mean)



Respondents’ locations for 2013 survey of the Phoenix Urbanized Area



Respondents’ locations (blue) and their children’s activities on Saturday (red) from the 2013 survey of the Phoenix 
Urbanized Area



Standard distance for children’s activities from the 2013 survey of the Phoenix Urbanized Area



Problem

• Lots of missing data for incomplete information about the geographic 
location of their activities

• Reduced the sample to only those kids who had activities that were 
meant for their benefit

• Further, the standard distance measure only applies where there are 
three or more points

• However, we found that most kids only had one activity throughout 
the day

• Brought our N down from 1138 to 89



Child- and Individual-Level Variables 

• Child
• Age
• Gender
• Race

• White (reference)
• Latino
• Other

• Household
• Income
• Single female headed household
• Number of cars
• Number of kids
• Primary Spanish-speaking household



Area-level Variables

• Measured at the zip code level
• Segregation

• Black clustering
• Latino clustering
• Native American clustering

• % in Poverty
• % Bachelor’s Degree or higher

Latino Clustering



Coefficients and Standard Errors from OLS Models of Standard Distance Traveled on Saturday 
 
Variable Name                                      β             SE                     β            SE                    β              SE 
 
Age -0.000 0.002 0.000    0.002 0.001    0.002 
Female -0.019 0.010 -0.022*    0.010 -0.023*    0.010  
Race 
  Latino 0.015 0.012 0.015    0.013 0.009    0.013  
  Other -0.000 0.014 0.003    0.015 0.004    0.015 
Income 0.000 0.000 0.000    0.000 0.000    0.000 
Single HH -0.026 0.015 -0.029     0.015 -0.029    0.015 
Number of Cars 0.006 0.005 0.005    0.005 0.006    0.005 
Number of Kids -0.009* 0.005 -0.008    0.005 -0.011*    0.005 
Spanish-speaking -0.052 0.036 -0.051    0.037 -0.042    0.037 
 
Black Clustering   0.264 0.180 0.290 0.181      
Latino Clustering   -0.001 0.005 -0.003 0.008   
Native Clustering   -0.304 0.308 -0.297 0.347 
% in Poverty     -0.001 0.001 
% College Educated     -0.001 0.001 
 
Notes: N=89. Coefficients and standard errors for segregation clustering scores multiplied by 1,000 for the ease of presentation. 
*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 (two-tailed). 



Results - Summary

• Results conform to extant literature for coefficient for female
• Families travel less for their daughter’s activities

• Significant and negative results for the number of kids
• More kids, less travel

• Not significant for any of the segregation measures
• Perhaps suggests no relationship?
• Would seem to conform with the literature showing negative consequences 

of not having resources in close proximity
• Use substandard resources instead of traveling further?



Limitations

• Missing data
• Need to sort out our spatial networks measure to increase our N
• Ideas?



Thank you!

• Questions/comments?
• kateanderson@uh.edu

• This research was funded by the National Science Foundation (SES-
1259129, Project Title: Community Organizational Resources and 
Children's Well-Being, PI: Joseph Galaskiewicz)
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